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POWER GENERATIONPOWER GENERATION
➜	 combined heat and power unit aggregates

➜	 stationary power generators

➜	 decentralised power systems

➜	 biogas and natural gas applications

MOBILE APPLICATIONSMOBILE APPLICATIONS
➜	 generators

➜	 gearboxes

➜	 pump drive/splitter gearbox

➜	 mobile compressors

TEST BENCHESTEST BENCHES
➜	 combustion engines

➜	 racing engine test benches

➜	 electric motors

➜	 gearboxes

➜	 chassis dynamometer test benches

PUMPS & COMPRESSORSPUMPS & COMPRESSORS
➜	 stationary/mobile screw compressors

➜	 blowers/vacuum pumps

➜	 reciprocating compressors for diesel engines 

➜	 centrifugal pumps for diesel engines

INDUSTRYINDUSTRY
➜	 material handling and belt conveyor drives

➜	 woodworking machinery

➜	 steel works equipment 

➜	 gearbox applications

➜	 crane engineering etc.

MARINE APPLICATIONSMARINE APPLICATIONS
➜	 bow/stern and transom rudder

➜	 propeller drives

➜	 on-board power supply generator sets 

➜	 generators

➜	 pumps and compressors

➜	 winches

APPLICATIONS
for Industry Specific Requirements



PRODUCTSAPPLICATIONS
for Industry Specifi c Requirements
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MULTI MONT SELLAMULTI MONT SELLA
Flexible Claw Couplings Flexible Claw Couplings 

Nominal torques from 63 Nm to 1 000 000 Nm

Applications:

APPLICATIONS
for Industry Specifi c Requirements
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FLEXDURFLEXDUR
All Steel CouplingAll Steel Coupling

Nominal torques from 18 Nm to 130 000 Nm

Applications:

APPLICATIONS
for Industry Specifi c Requirements
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ARCUSAFLEXARCUSAFLEX®®
HHighly Flexible Rubber Disc Coupling for  ighly Flexible Rubber Disc Coupling for  
Combustion EnginesCombustion Engines

Nominal torques from 210 Nm to 72 000 Nm

Applications:

ARCUSAFLEX-VSKARCUSAFLEX-VSK
HHighly Flexible U-joint Coupling for  ighly Flexible U-joint Coupling for  
Drive Shafts Drive Shafts 

Nominal torques from 390 Nm to 20 000 Nm

Applications:

MULTI MONT SELLA - MULTI MONT SELLA - High SpeedHigh Speed
Flexible Claw Couplings Flexible Claw Couplings 

Nominal torques from 630 Nm to 3 000 Nm

Applications:

TOK COUPLING SYSTEM TOK COUPLING SYSTEM 
Highly Flexible Coupling Shaft for Test Benches Highly Flexible Coupling Shaft for Test Benches 

Nominal torques from approx. 100 Nm at 
10 000 min-1 to 70 000 Nm at 1800 min-1

Applications:

APPLICATIONS
for Industry Specifi c Requirements

PRODUCTS
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TOKTOK
Highly Flexible Couplings for Flexibly  Highly Flexible Couplings for Flexibly  
Mounted Engines Mounted Engines 

Nominal torques from 1 500 Nm to 86 000 Nm

Applications:

TOK DOCKING SYSTEMTOK DOCKING SYSTEM  
Adaptive System for Engine Testing Adaptive System for Engine Testing 

Nominal torques from 100 Nm to 70 000 Nm

Applications:

FLEXDUR - FLEXDUR - High SpeedHigh Speed
Torsionally Stiff Flange CouplingsTorsionally Stiff Flange Couplings

Nominal torques from 320 Nm to 12 500 Nm

Applications:

TOKTOK  
Highly Flexible Coupling Optimised for  Highly Flexible Coupling Optimised for  
Plug-In Connection Plug-In Connection 

Nominal torques 720 Nm

Applications:



Reich USA Corporation

300 Route 17 South - Suite H  300 Route 17 South - Suite H  
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430 USAMahwah, New Jersey 07430 USA

Phone (201) 684 9400  Phone (201) 684 9400  
FAX (201) 684 9401FAX (201) 684 9401

E-mail: sales@reichusa.com  E-mail: sales@reichusa.com  
Website: www.reichusa.comWebsite: www.reichusa.com

STANDARD CERTIFICATIONS AND ENGINEERING SUPPORT AVAILABLESTANDARD CERTIFICATIONS AND ENGINEERING SUPPORT AVAILABLE

MULTI CROSS FORTEMULTI CROSS FORTE
HHighly Flexible Coupling with Progressive  ighly Flexible Coupling with Progressive  
Torsional Deflection CharacteristicTorsional Deflection Characteristic

Nominal torques to 160 Nm to 54 000 Nm

Applications:

MULTI CROSS RILLOMULTI CROSS RILLO
HHighly Flexible Tire Coupling with  ighly Flexible Tire Coupling with  
Taper Bushes  Taper Bushes  
Nominal torques to 24 Nm to 14 675 Nm

Applications:

REIBOREIBO
Flexible Pin-type Coupling Flexible Pin-type Coupling 
Nominal torques from 350 Nm to 350 000 Nm

Applications:

MULTI MONT OCTAMULTI MONT OCTA
Flexible Flange Coupling for Combustion Flexible Flange Coupling for Combustion 
Engines Engines 
Nominal torques from 340 Nm to 20 000 Nm

Applications:

APPLICATIONS
for Industry Specifi c Requirements

PRODUCTS
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RCTRCT
Torsionally Stiff Flange Couplings  Torsionally Stiff Flange Couplings  
for Pump Drives for Pump Drives 

Nominal torques from 300 Nm to 5 000 Nm

Applications:

ELBOELBO
Flexible Pin-type Coupling Flexible Pin-type Coupling 

Nominal torques from 200 000 Nm to  
1 300 000 Nm

Applications:

PRODUCTS

Product Range
Overview of Our Product Versatility

www.reich-kupplungen.com

REICH manufactures, among other things, an extensive range of 
torsionally fl exible couplings.
A focus and key quality factor is the in-house development and 
manufacture of the elastomers deployed, using the most modern 
production processes.

Our own state of the art test benches and equipment guarantee 
high-quality and durable products for power transmission 
components with the REICH brand.

The ISO 9001 certifi ed quality management system has 
production-related testing systems that guarantee compliance 
with customer requirements. The associated documentation 
is prepared in accordance with certifi ed and customer audited 
systems. We also hold approvals from recognised classifi cation 
societies for shipbuilding and marine applications. 

Quality and environmental protection play a vital role in all 
areas of the company – from development, purchasing and 
production processes to logistics. Our ISO 14001 certifi cate 
provides evidence that REICH produces in an environmentally 
sound manner, in compliance with an internationally recognised 
environmental management system.

MULTI MONT OCTA
Flexible Flange Coupling for Combustion 

Engines

Nominal torques from 340 Nm to 20 000 Nm

MULTI MONT ASTRA
Flexible Claw Coupling with and without Taper 

Bushes

Nominal torques from 10 Nm to 3 600 Nm

MULTI CROSS FORTE
Highly Flexible Coupling with Progressive 

Torsional Defl ection Characteristic

Nominal torques from 160 Nm to 54 000 Nm

FURTHER PRODUCTS
➜ Rubber components

➜  Power take off clutches, barrel couplings, 

Tooth couplings, combination couplings, 

electromagnetic couplings, safety couplings, 

friction couplings

➜ Damper

MULTI CROSS RILLO
Highly Flexible Tyre Coupling with Taper Bushes

Nominal torques from 24 Nm to 14 675 Nm

REIBO
Flexible Pin-type Coupling

Nominal torques from 350 Nm to 350 000 Nm

MULTI CROSS FORTE
Highly Flexible Coupling with Progressive 

Torsional Defl ection Characteristic

Nominal torques from 160 Nm to 54 000 Nm

MULTI CROSS RILLO
Highly Flexible Tyre Coupling with Taper Bushes

Nominal torques from 24 Nm to 14 675 Nm

REIBO
Flexible Pin-type Coupling

Nominal torques from 350 Nm to 350 000 Nm HEADQUARTER:
Dipl. - Ing. Herwarth Reich GmbH
Vierhausstrasse 53 • 44807 Bochum 
 +49 234 95916-0
 mail@reich-kupplungen.com
 www.reich-kupplungen.com

WE ARE 
Competence in power transmission applications 
since 1946

D2C – DESIGNED TO CUSTOMER
REICH provides you with not only a coupling, but a solution: 
Designed to Customer – SIMPLY POWERFUL.

MULTI MONT ASTRA
Flexible Claw Coupling with and without Taper 

Bushes

Nominal torques from 10 Nm to 3 600 Nm

FURTHER PRODUCTS
➜

➜

➜

Applications: Applications:

Applications:

Applications:

Applications:
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D2C - DESIGNED TO CUSTOMERD2C - DESIGNED TO CUSTOMER


